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"Naw, He's Not Streaking - He Just Paid His EditorialsIncome Tax!"

Despite Promise, Assembly
Resembled Pauline's Perils
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For Two More Years

FRANKFORT - What can one
say, now that something like the
1974 session of the Kentucky
General Assembly is finally over? He

can certainly comment that it was
not one of the Commonwealth's
proudest moments.

But, we know it's easy to reflect
on a session with hit and miss
criticism, At this point there's really
no other way. ItH be months before
the real impact of the session is

known, really, with court tests and
unforeseen problems cropping up.

We must note, though, that it
appears a good deal of questionable
legislation came out . . . along with
the good. And we think it was

generally a poor session.
There's a fellow in the governor's

office who agrees with us. But we

were surprised when he told us that
"it shows what can happen if you let
'em have too much legislative
independence."

He went on to allow as how Gov.
Ford took a totally hands-of- f

attitude toward the Legislature . . .

did not twist arms. But he backs up
when reminded of the brief

g ecess in the House
several weeks ago when the budget
threatened to come apart at the
seams because of poor House
leadership diplomacy on the coal tax
sharing issue.

And there was that eleventh-hou- r

House Democratic caucus called to
bind members to the previous
question so that, for some
mysterious reason, a couple of
suspect overweight truck bills could
slide through unamended.

"Too much legislative
independence?' howls one House
Democrat, a maverick but highly
respected. "Hogwash. Why, they (the
administration) tried to screw us
down to tight that when we did
finally break loose, the whole
administration program almost broke
apart, too."

He's right, too.
But, you ask, what does this have

to do with the quality of the
legislation passed by the 1974
session? Plenty. When the lawmakers
begin to worry about the kind of
leadership they are getting, and
whether or not it will affect their
bills, they tend to forget other vital

statewise bills until it's too late.
Want some examples? The hassles

over no-fau- lt insurance, over the
broadform deed bill, over workman's
compensation changes, over the vital
Louisville school legislation ... all
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these final week problems should
have enjoyed the early attention and
quick passage that the governor's
budget, reorganization and coal
research bills got.

We can but look to the future in
our despair, though. We know two
sure things about the next Legislature

.... there will be a new governor
and there will be new leadership.
Things have to get better.

Let's check out some prime
examples of what we believe was

poor lawmaking this time.
Quickly and efficiently gutted was

a measure to improve Kentucky's
image as a stolen car dumpyard with
a good automobile title law. "It
would cost too much," was the
opponents' lament, but they'd ignore
that stolen cars cost Kentuckians
dozens of millions of dollars a year.
Then the lawmakers turn around and
support what critics call the biggest
"turkey" bill of them all, a bill that
forces on Kentuckians reflectorized
license plates.

Why? We're not real clever. We

know that there are few firms in a

position to supply these reflectors
and we'd like to know - excuse this
- how they made the lawmakers see

the light.

And we'll close by asking about a
little-notice- move in the Senate
Rules Committee to refuse to let out
a bill that would have put a stop to
allocations and setting of prices at
tobacco auctions. The measure sailed
through the House, then someone
noticed that its fiscal implications to
leaf dealers would have been severe,
very severe.

So, regardless of the fiscal

implications to the farmers in the
state, the powers that be scuttled trie
worthwhile measure.

Well, it's over, we hope, for
another two years.

What appears to be happening to
the taxpayer after such sessions
reminds us of a couple of
romantically inclined porcupines,
one of whom looked up from what
he was doing and said, "I'm enjoying
about all of this I can stand."

Washington Merry -

Nixon
BY JACK ANDERSON

WASHINGTON - President
Nixon is deeply conscious of the
terrible power at his fingertips to
plunge the world into a nuclear
holocaust.

"I could push this button right
here and in 20 minutes 70 million
Russians would be dead," he told a
secret strategy session on March 8.
"And 25 minutes later, 70 million
Americans would be dead," he
added.

He made the statement to
dramatize the importance of the
Soviet-America- n detente. But it is a

remark he has made in past private
conversations, betraying a strange
fascination with his control over the
world's mightiest nuclear force.

He has also spoken admiringly of
the cold courage that the late
President Kennedy demonstrated
during the nuclear showdown with
Russia in 1962 over missile

shipments to Cuba.
But on March 8, according to the

confidential minutes, he spoke only
of averting the massive casualties he
could cause by pushing the nuclear
button. We should "pray a lot," he

Despite all the good
resolutions that this time would
be different, despite some
valiant and farsighted efforts to
make things different, the 1974
sessions of the Kentucky
General Assembly for much of
the time looked like an update
of "The Perils of Pauline."

Only a few days before the
legislature was required by law
to end deliberations, it was
locked in frenzied inaction,
caused by the inability of the
Jefferson County legislators to
agree on a program for
Jefferson County schools.

Several major bills, including
no-fau- lt insurance, Louisville's
badly-neede- d mass transit bill,
aid for low cost housing and the

'emotion-lade- n school bills
themselves hung in the balance,
with the threat of a special
session which nobody wanted
lurking in the wings.

Then somehow in the final
hours a lot of the pieces fell

into place, closing out the
session with a number of solid
bills enacted.

Also some not so solid. Also
some areas - such as consumer
legislation - virtually ignored.
But on balance, the hectic,
frustrated and confused closing
days of the session were more
productive than anybody could
have expected only a week or
so before.

Two significant examples
were bills dealing with the
public's right to know. An open
meetings bill supported by the
Kentucky Press Association was

PAYS Brings 'Terrific'
Response For Seller

To the Editor:
I'm elated with the results from

your "Pay As You Sell" (PAYS)
classified ad service. There has been a
terrific response, and items sell

quickly. I am selling items which
otherwise I would have given away or
discarded. PAYS is really great!

Mrs. Robert L. Kemper
3504 Delcon Court

GOP Women Denounce
Bicentennial Mural

To the Editor:
The Kentucky Federation of

Republican Women in their March

Executive Committee and Board of
Directors' meeting were appalled and
outraged at a mural in Washington,
D.C., supplied by the Bicentennial
Commission.

We felt that there has been so
much good that has happened in
America's 200 years, that our
heritage could be depicted in a much
better way. We have many many

Go -Round

told party leaders, and ,4do

everything in our power to get
along" with the Soviets.

The way to prevent a "longterm
crisis," he. said, was to avert a
"short-ter- crisis." One way this
could be accomplished, he urged, was
to grant them trade concessions.

"If we don't talk to them, if we
don't trade with them, we're going to
face enormous increases in defense
expenditures," he warned.

Hie President argued that it is
possible to deal with the Soviets
without approving their ideology.

"I despise what happened to
Sokhenitsyn," he said, referring to
the banishment of the dissident

Soviet writer Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn. "But he's in Paris
rather than Siberia or six feet under.
We're not approving anything about
their system."

Senate Republican leader Hugh
Scott quickly agreed. "We used to
look for Reds under the bed," he
said. "As I see it, we're moving to the
living room, not into bed with
them."

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
suggested a different analogy.

first gutted and then in the
waning hours of the session
raised from the dead by
extending its coverage to those
informal pre-meeti- meetings
where key decisions are often
made. Again in the late hours,
the amendment which
converted the "open records"
bill to a "closed records" bill
was rescinded.

With some noteworthy
exceptions, the Jefferson
County delegation were not the
heroes of the hour. What was
accomplished came about
despite their disarray, and
occasional instances of
demagoguery and narrow-gaug- e

thinking. Any hope for unity of
the delegation was shattered on
the highly emotional issues of
the Louisville school situation.

Credit for what the general
assembly achieved goes in part
to the work of the Legislative
Research Commission in
drafting, and the interim
committees in pre-filin- g

substantive bills. New rules
which set a deadline for
introducing bills and which
reserved the last two days for
reconciliation of differences in
each house's version of bills also
helped. And let no one ignore
the benign thrust to substantive
law-maki- implicit in Gov.
Wendell Ford's ambition to
become Senator Ford.
Accomplishments in this
general assembly were destined
to be platform planks in the

persons who could better represent
our nation without using Angela
Davis. Mao, Lenin, Stalin, etc.,
should not even be considered to
have a part in this (in history, maybe,
but heritage, never).

We have adopted the following
resolution.

''Whereas. We the Kentucky
Federation of Republican Women are
astounded and appalled at the
left-win- g activities and radical
policies of the People's Bicentennial
Commission that is preparing for the
200th anniversary of our republic;

'Therefore be it resolved: We, the
Kentucky Federation of Republican
Women publicly denounce the use of
the outrageous mural in the
Bicentennial Center in Washington,
DC, depicting the President of the
United States of America in a

satirical manner and portrayal of
such personages as Angela Davis, Mao,
Lenin, Stalin, etc., depicting them as
contributors to our American
heritage.

"Be it further resolved: That the

"Presently," he said, "we have
broken the ice. We're in a parlous
period even so, but we should use the
thaw to get good water from the
spring."

STRANGE SWAP: The taxpayers
are bailing out another giant
corporation, Rockwell International,
which had been stuck with a lavish,

building it couldn't
use.

Now the General Services
Administration has agreed to take
over the unoccupied building in
exchange for government-owne- d

property, which the corporation is

leasing but would like to acquire.
The $20 million facility, which

the taxpayers are about to take off
Rockwell's hands, is located about
40 miles outside of Los Angeles. It is
a magnificent building, nestled in the
rolling hills of Laguna Niguel, Calif.

Because of a cutback in military
electronics procurement, however, it
lias remained empty since its
completion in 1971. Quite
understandably, Rockwell officials
have been eager to unload the white
elephant, which has cost the
company more than $ 1 million a year

Senate campaign already
launched.

Now the governor must
decide which of some 350 bills

Face-Li- ft For Buechel
Should Be A Start

Letters Bring Compliments,

Offers

A couple of members got up
and left a meeting of the

Buechel Businessmen's
Association during February
while the group was discussing

the possibility of widening Old
Bardstown Road to three lanes.
"ItH never happen because
nobody in Frankfort cares
about Buechel," said one. The
other just chuckled.

At the time the possibility
did appear remote. The future
of the BBA itself was in
jeopardy because the group was
fortunate if it attracted over
five people to meetings which
were well-publiciz- ed through
individual letters and personal
contacts with the merchants.
Not many people in Buechel
cared either, it seemed.

But there was a group that
remained persistent - the
Buechel-Fer- n Creek Jaycees and
a small core of businessmen.
The Jaycees, who were 80 per
cent successful in getting the
merchants involved in a

beautification project last fall,
recognized that most of the
businessmen were concerned.

The Jaycees called upon
Rep. Tom Burch (D-30- th

National Federation of Republican
Women (NFRW) investigate the
public and private funding of the
commission headed by anti-w- ar

activist and radical, Jeremy Rifkin,
and pursue the origin of propaganda
using television, radio, pamphlets,
publications, etc., attacking the very

foundations of our American way of
life under the guise of patriotism,
and that the NFRW, report their
findings to the Republican women."

Mrs. James L. Evans President
Trumpeteers Republican Women's

Club of Jefferson County

Narrow-Mindedness- es Charged,
Paper Is Cancelled

Dear Comrade:
I have tried to understand your

viewpoints for some time regarding
the United States of America. Only a
person with no regard for his country
could be so completely
narrow-minde-

Regarding busing to achieve racial
integration, it does not take a true
American to see that these types of

merely to maintain.
About a year ago, GSA advised

Congress of its intention to exchange
three "surplus" facilities in Los
Angeles for the Laguna Niguel
building. The appraisers determined
the value of the swapped properties
was approximately the same.

The deal would have gone through
a month later, except for the strong
opposition of Rep. Jack Brooks,

whose Government
Operations subcommittee doggedly
monitors GSA.

Brooks' yearlong probe has
determined that GSA had actually
received reservations for only about
half of the 750,000 square feet in the
huge Rockwell plant. And some of
those requests, Brooks felt, were
suspect.

The President's San Clemente
estate, for example, is only about 10
miles away and already about 20,000

feet have beensquare designated as a
"temporary presidential documents
storage area." But most of the
government officials, who eventually
will inhabit the building, live 30 to
40 miles away in the Los Angeles
area. GSA officials vigorously deny

Reminder Of

he will accept or veto. And the
leadership of both houses can
now begin facing up to the
challenges of 1976.

district) to hear the views of the
BBA and to carry their message

to Frankfort. Burch told them

that it was up to them if
anything was going to happen
and, if they were united, they
would be heard. The merchants
got the message and circulated
petitions calling for necessary

drainage and road
improvements along Old
Bardstown Road. To their
surprise they collected over
1,000 signatures in support of
their efforts.

Last week the Bureau of
Highways announced that a
$100,000 project will be
initiated next summer to widen
a section of the road to three
lanes, to correct drainage
problems and to install a traffic
light where needed.

All of which means that
Buechel is in a position to take
on a entirely new complexion.
The beautification, project was
only a beginning. It should be
reinstituted if the Buechel
business district is to become a
viable economic force. The
widening of Old Bardstown
Road should only be a
beginning.

Gripes
tactics will only achieve

segregation. Amnesty for young men
who have failed to meet the cause of
this country is only another way to
appease your wholly
views. Stealing, regardless of
conscience, is wrong and unlawful;
arson and destruction of private
property is unlawful; yes, and rape
and murder are unlawful. When the
true Americans in this country
finally overcome as a minority thinks
they have, your kind will be a great
ASSct for Russia, Cuba and the like.
Needless to say, your paper is
cancelled and also all of those I can
influence.

Max E. Morrow
9806 Calene Drive

Perhaps you would like to
express your opinion on a
subject of current interest. We
wish you would. We welcome
letters to the editor as a lively
addition to our editorial page.
They should be held to a
reasonable length and should be
in our office no later than noon
on Monday.

Power
that the $20 million building was
purchased more for the convenience
of President Nixon than the
government employes it is supposed
to house.

"The GSA has misled Congress
and the public about the need for
this space," Brooks told us, "in an
effort to justify the acquisition." He
complained that "there is no public
transportation, no low or middle
income housing in the area, and it is
going to cost the government
millions to provide these services and
to move government agencies" to
Laguna Niguel.

GSA boss Arthur Sampson told ,
us, in rebuttal, that the acquisition of
the Rockwell facility was "a
once in time opportunity to get
(the space) at half price." He said
"action plans" would be formulated
to provide housing and
transportation.

He made no effort to conceal his
feelings toward Brooks. "I'm tired of
being nice to . . . our dear old friend"
on Capitol Hill, Sampson stated,
complaining that Brooks had delayed
the acquisition of the facility for
almost a year.


